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retard brain aging and reduce the risk of dementia. Many risk
Cognitive dysfunction syndrome (CDS) is a major disease
factors have been identified for higher risk of dementia, including
in geriatric cats and is clinically associated with disorientation,
Alzheimer’s disease (AD) in people.14-22 Limited data suggests
altered social interactions, sleep-wake cycle disturbance, loss
of housetraining, and altered activity levels and patterns.1,2 It has that the same risk factors associated with higher risk of AD in
been estimated that CDS affects 28% of 11- to 14-year-old cats people (age, gender, sex hormone deficiency, oxidative stress)
and 50% of cats over 15 years of age.1,2 Severe and irreversible
are also linked to higher risk for CDS in pets.23 Therefore, we
loss of brain cells and synapses results in dementia in people and formulated a blend of nutrients, referred to as the Brain ProtecCDS in pets over the course of aging.3-6
tion Blend (BPB), based on their ability to minimize or eliminate
The brains of aged cats, like both dogs and humans, develop the risk factors associated with accelerated brain aging and
beta-amyloid pathology,7,8 including plaques immunopositive for dementia. The BPB includes fish oil, arginine, B vitamins, and
AB42, but lack senile plaques observed in the human brains.9
selected antioxidants. Fish oil containing DHA and EPA prevents
Although aged cats have also been reported to develop hyperand corrects DHA deficiency and offers anti-inflammatory
phosphorylated tau protein, they don’t develop neurofibrillary
benefits.24,25 Arginine enhances nitric oxide (NO) synthesis,
10
tangles. We have recently reported that neuropsychological test which is involved in circulation, blood pressure control and
performance in cats shows age-dependent changes that parallel
cognition.26,27 B vitamins prevent and correct any B vitamin
those seen in dogs and in humans.11
deficiency and minimize the risk of hyperhomocysteinemia.28-30
Dementia in humans and CDS in pets are not curable diseases Antioxidants, including vitamins E, C and selenium, protect both
because brain cells and synapses that die cannot be replaced in
brain tissue and blood vessels against oxidation and inflammationsufficient quantities to provide normal brain functions.3-5, 12,13
induced damage.31-36
Therefore, a more promising strategy is disease prevention focusThe objective of this study was to determine the effect of BPB
ing on retarding the loss of brain cells and synapses in both humans on cognitive functions in middle-aged and senior cats. The cognitive
and pets. We have hypothesized that the best option to promote evaluation included protocols for assessing landmark discrimination,
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Table 1. Dietary Compositions*

Nutrient Composition (% as fed)
Moisture
Ash
Crude Protein
Crude Fat
Crude Fiber
Linoleic Acid (% of total fat)
Energy Content
Calculated ME§(kJ/g)

Control

Test (BPB)**

8.31
5.75
40.50
17.9
1.08
14.0

8.19
6.08
40.90
18.6
0.87
13.7

16.20

16.33

* This table is modified from the original published in a previous paper42
§ Calculated based on the predictive equation for metabolizable energy in cat foods61
** BPB = Brain Protection Blend including the addition of DHA, EPA, vitamin C,
and elevated levels of arginine, B vitamins, selenium, and alpha tocopherol
Table 2. Levels of BPB Ingredients in Diets§

Eicosapentaenoic Acid (EPA)**
Docosahexaenoic Acid (DHA)**
Arginine**
Alpha Tocopherol Acetate(mg/kg)
Vitamin C (mg/kg)
Selenium (mg/kg)
Thiamine (mg/kg)
Riboflavin (mg/kg)
Pantothenic Acid (mg/kg)
Pyridoxine (mg/kg)
Cyanocobalamin (mg/kg)
Folic Acid (mg/kg)

Control
0.04
0.04
1.48
73.6
0
0.72
37.3
17.2
26.1
15.4
0.05
1.6

Test (BPB)*
0.28
0.27
2.30
550
80
1.00
55.0
30.9
55.4
18.0
0.09
4.25

§ This table is modified from the original published in a previous paper42
* BPB = Brain Protection Blend including the addition of DHA, EPA, vitamin C,
and elevated levels of arginine, B vitamins, selenium, and alpha tocopherol
** % as fed

Table 3. Cognitive Test Schedule§
Cognitive Tests
Baseline DNMP Test
Egocentric Protocol
Landmark Protocol
Size Discrimination Protocol
Retest of DNMP

Days
-12 to -1
31 to 74
82 to177
201 to 281
304 to 345

§ This table is modified from the original published in a previous paper 42

egocentric discrimination, size discrimination, and visuospatial
memory, or the delayed-non-matching-to-position (DNMP) test.
The landmark discrimination learning test was designed to assess
visuo-spatial learning and perception, and it had previously been
shown to be sensitive to age in dogs.37,38 The egocentric test protocol was designed to assess egocentric spatial ability as initially
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reported by Christie et al.39 The size discrimination protocol was
also previously reported for cognitive evaluation of dogs.40,41
Both the egocentric and size discrimination protocols included
reversal learning components, which were intended to provide
measures of the executive function.41 The initial DNMP test was
used in group stratification.

Materials and Methods
Cats and Diets
Thirty-two domestic shorthaired cats aged 6.65 ± 0.72 years
(range 5.5 to 8.7 years) were enrolled in the study with 16 cats
per group. The cats were randomly assigned to either the control
or test group based on their baseline DNMP test results. The study
protocol, which was approved by the CanCog Technologies
Institutional Animal Care Committee, complied with the guidelines of the Ontario Ministry of Agriculture and the Nestlé
Purina Animal Welfare Guidelines. The cats were group-housed
based on compatibility in rooms with environmental enrichment
consisting of toys, beds and opportunities to play outside daily.
The control diet was based on a commercial super-premium
product for adult cats. Both diets, manufactured by Nestlé Purina
PetCare (St. Louis, MO), were isoenergetic and contained the
same levels of protein, fat and carbohydrates, but they differed
regarding the ingredients from the BPB (Tables 1 & 2). Cats were
individually fed their assigned diet in sufficient amounts to maintain body weight.
Jugular blood samples were collected at baseline and after
200 or 345 days of treatment to measure selected folic acid, B12
and homocysteine concentrations, fatty acid profiles in red blood
cells (RBC), and total antioxidant status.
Cognitive Testing Apparatus
All cognitive tests were conducted with the Feline General
Test Apparatus (FGTA),43 which has an enclosure with a front
consisting of three adjustable gates and a movable food tray.
The cats stayed in the enclosure for 5 to 15 minutes, depending
on the cognitive tests. The technician was separated from the cat
by a one-way mirror and a hinged door, which could be opened
for presentation of the food tray. A food reward, consisting of
approximately 1 gm of canned cat food that was selected based
on the individual preference of the cat, was used to motivate the
cat to participate in the tests.
All cognitive tests were administered by trained behavioral
technologists who were blinded with respect to diets. All cognitive testing was performed in the morning or early afternoon,
and each cat was tested at about the same time each day.
Baseline Cognitive Testing and Randomization
All the cats enrolled in this study had previous cognitive testing
that included, at a minimum, testing on object discrimination
and reversal learning and on a two-component version of the
DNMP task.44 Twelve cats had been extensively trained on a

variety of cognitive tasks and were characterized as an experienced group. The remaining 20 cats had the minimal possible
experience and were, therefore, classified as an inexperienced
group. The cats were divided into two equal groups based on:
(1) baseline cognitive performance on the DNMP task over five
consecutive sessions, and (2) extent of previous cognitive experience. After striation, the two treatment groups were equivalent
in body weight (4.26±0.27 kg for control and 4.13±0.20 kg for
the BPB group), age and cognitive performance. The groups
were then randomly assigned to dietary treatment. After a 30day wash-in period, the cats were evaluated with four cognitive
test protocols (Table 3).
Cognitive Test Protocols
The delayed-non-matching-to-position task evaluates both
visuo-spatial learning and short-term visuo-spatial memory, and
the test procedure was based on a protocol originally developed
for dogs.44 The cats were presented with a series of trials, in which
each contained both a sample phase and a test phase. During
the sample phase, the cat was presented with a single object
covering a food reward over either the left or right food well.
During the test phase, the cat was presented with two identical
objects covering both the left and right food wells. To obtain the
food reward, the cat had to respond to the well that was not
covered during the sample phase. All cats had been trained on
the DNMP prior to the study. At baseline, the cats were all
given five test sessions, and their performance was used in
group randomization. During the test phase, the cats were
tested for relearning of the DNMP task with the delay between
the sample and test phase set at 5 seconds.
In the egocentric test, cats were required to locate the food
reward by selecting an object based on the proximity to either
its left or right side.39 The egocentric test protocol consisted of
three phases: a one-day preference test phase, an egocentric
discrimination phase and an egocentric reversal phase. The
reversal task is designed to assess executive function including
the ability to switch response sets, adapt to new situations, and
reason. During the preference test phase, cats received 10 presentations of identical objects to both the left and right food wells,
with both objects covering a food reward. Thus, the cats were
rewarded for selecting either object (well). The side that the cat
selected more frequently was designated the preferred side. If
both sides were selected equally, the preferred side was decided
by a coin toss. The preferred side was used as the correct choice
during the egocentric discrimination phase. For example, if the
preferred side was the left side, then during the egocentric discrimination phase, the cat was rewarded for selecting the left
food well covered by an identical object.
During the egocentric discrimination phase, the cats received
12 trials per day using two wells for each trial with three possible
configurations: left versus center, left versus right, or right versus
center. Each configuration was given to the cat for four trials.

Cats were given the tests daily until they successfully achieved
a two-stage learning criterion. The cats completed the first stage
when they either made 11 or more correct choices on one day,
20/24 over two consecutive days, or 29/36 over three consecutive days. To complete the second stage, the cats had to select
correctly on at least 26 of 36 trials over three successive sessions.
After completion of the egocentric discrimination phase, the
location of reward was switched to the opposite side. Thus, if the
cats were initially rewarded for approaching the object closest to
their left side, they were now rewarded for approaching the
object closest to their right side. After completing the first reversal
task, the cats were given additional reversal training until they
completed a total of 40 sessions following the egocentric discrimination. For the first and second reversal tasks, a two-stage
learning criterion was used. Completion of these stages used
the same criteria as completion of the egocentric discrimination
phase. For subsequent reversals, a one-stage criterion was used;
the cats completed the stage if they either selected correctly on
90% or more of the trials on a single day or if they responded
correctly on 80% of the trials over two successive days.
The landmark discrimination task evaluated allocentric spatial
learning ability, which entailed utilization of an external landmark
to locate a food reward. The protocol consisted of two parts:
Land-0 and Land-1. During Land-0, the landmark (a yellow rod)
was attached to the middle of one of two coasters and the cats
had to respond directly to the landmark to obtain the reward. The
cats were given 10 trials per day until they either completed a
two-stage learning criterion or failed to complete the criterion
within 30 training days. To complete the first stage, the cats had
to first select correctly on at least 9/10 trials on a single day or
on 16/20 trials over a two-day period. To complete the second
stage, the cats had to respond correctly on 70% of the trials over
three consecutive days. Thus, it took a minimum of four days
for the cats to complete the two-stage criterion. Cats that failed
to complete the task within the 30 days were given a remedial
training. If a cat failed to pass Land-0 after remedial training, it
was not tested further on the subsequent Land-1 task. During the
Land-1 test, the landmark was placed 2.5 mm from the edge of the
coaster and the cats had to select the coaster closer to the landmark.
The size discrimination task measures visual discrimination
learning ability, which depends on associative learning. The reversal task assesses executive function. The cats were first trained
to respond to one of two identical objects that differed in size.
The test protocol started with a one-day preference test, in which
the cats were allowed to respond to either of two objects over
10 trials, with both responses associated with reward. The object
chosen more frequently was considered the preferred object and
was used as the correct object associated with reward during the
discrimination learning phase. After the preference test, the cats
received up to 40 sessions to complete a two-stage learning criterion on the size discrimination task. After completion of the size
discrimination task, the cats were trained on the reversal learning
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task. The protocol was identical to that of the size discrimination
learning test, except that the correct object associated with the
reward was reversed. The cats were given a maximum of 40
sessions to pass the reversal task. For both phases of the tests, the
passing criterion was the same as that used for the landmark test.
Statistical Analysis
We originally planned to use an error measure as evidence of
cognitive performance, with a failure to respond counted as 0.5
error. However, a number of cats did not achieve the a priori
learning criterion due to frequent response failures, which artificially elevated the total number of errors in individual cats that
normally performed very accurately. Accordingly, we analyzed
the data with a second target variable, which was the percent of
correct responses of the total attempted responses, ignoring trials
with response failures. For instance, if an animal responded
correctly on five trials out of five attempted responses but failed
to respond on the other five trials, its score would be 100%. In
addition, it became necessary to remove individual cats from
specific tasks because of too frequent inconsistent responses.
For the BPB group, two cats were removed from the landmark
test, two from the size test, and one from the DNMP.
The data were analyzed using either analysis of variance or
two-tail t tests. The results were considered statistically significant
if the significance level was ≤0.05. Repeated measures analysis
of variance was used for determining differences between groups
in body weight, fatty acid profiles of RBCs, vitamin B12, folic
acid, and total antioxidant status. Values are expressed as means
± SEM except the cognitive data in the figures.
The data for the initial learning and reversal of the egocentric
test were analyzed with a repeated analysis of variance using task
as the within subject variable and both treatment (control versus
BPB) and experience as the between subject variables. The data of
size discrimination tests were analyzed with a repeated measures
ANOVA using treatment group and experience as between subject
variables and task (size discrimination and reversal) as the within
subject variable. The data from landmark tests were analyzed
with a repeated measures ANOVA, using treatment group and
previous experience as between subject variable and task as a
within subject variable. The data of the DNMP test were analyzed
with a factorial analysis of variance using diet and previous
experience as within subject variables.

Results
Effects on Body Weight, Fatty Acid Profile of RBCs,
B Vitamins, and Total Antioxidant Status
The cats in both groups had identical fatty acid profiles at
the baseline. By the end of the study, the cats in the BPB group
had significantly higher DHA, EPA, total n-3 fatty acids, lower
LA, and total n-6 fatty acids than the cats in the control group.
In addition, the cats fed the BPB diet had significantly lower
omega-6 to omega-3 ratios than the cats fed the control diet.
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Table 4. Performance (% correct) on Egocentric
Discrimination and Reversal&§

Egocentric Discrimination
Egocentric Reversal

Control
Mean SE

BPB
Mean
SE

75.46
59.75

80.39* 1.66
67.02** 0.99

1.37
1.10

§ This table is prepared from the data published in a previous paper42
BPB = Brain Protection Blend
& n = 16
* Control vs. BPB: p=0.042
** Control vs. BPB: p=0.002

The BPB diet did not significantly affect blood vitamin B12,
homocysteine or total antioxidant capacity; however, cats fed
the BPB diet had significantly (p<0.05) higher fasting blood
levels of folic acid (10.18±1.41 vs. 15.6 ±1.51ng/ml) 200 days
after the feeding started. Body weights did not differ significantly
between control and BPB groups at any point.
Effect of Diets on Performance of the Egocentric Test
The results of analysis revealed highly significant main effects
of treatment and task. Cats in the BPB group performed significantly more accurately on both tests than the cats in the control
group (Table 4).
Effect of Diets on Performance of the Landmark Test
Two of the cats in the BPB group were dropped before completing the land-0 task because of inconsistent responding, and
their data were not included in the statistical analysis. The results
revealed a significant effect of task (p=0.009) and no other significant effects or interactions. Although cats in the BPB group
performed more accurately than the cats in the control group,
the difference was not statistically significant (Figure 1).
Effect of Diets on Performance of the Size Discrimination
Learning and Reversal Tests
Analysis revealed a significant effect of group and a marginally significant effect of task (Figure 2). The task effect reflects
less-accurate performance on the reversal learning phase. The
significant group effect was driven by group differences in the
discrimination learning phase, in which the cats in the BPB
group performed significantly better on the size discrimination
task (Tukey multiple comparisons; p=0.010) than the cats in the
control group.
Effect of Diets on Performance of the DNMP Test
The results showed a significant effect of diet (p=0.0149),
and no other significant effects or interactions (Figure 3). The
cats in both groups performed at equivalent levels at baseline;
however, cats in the BPB group performed significantly better
than cats in the control group at the end of the study.

Figure 1. Effects of the BPB supplementation on cats’ performance in object discrimination (Land-0) and landmark discrimination (Land-1) learning tasks. The performance was expressed
as percent of correct choices. The data are means ± SE,
n = 16 for controls and n = 14 for BPB group. This figure is
prepared from the data published in a previous paper.42

With the exception of the landmark discrimination protocol,
the cats fed the BPB diet showed significantly better performance
than the cats fed the control diet. In the egocentric task, the cats
in the BPB group performed significantly better in both discrimination and reversal tasks than the cats in the control group. The
cats fed the BPB diet performed significantly more accurately on
the size discrimination test. Finally, the cats in the BPB group had
significantly better performance in the DNMP than the cats in
the control group.
Collectively, these data indicate that the BPB diet has either
cognition-enhancing benefits, neuroprotective benefits, or possibly
both. The suggestion that the diet may have cognition-enhancing
properties is supported by the fact that the cats fed the BPB diet
showed significantly better cognitive performance in the egocentric tests, which started within a month of the study yet was
too short a timeframe to demonstrate neuroprotective effects.
The suggestion that the diet had neuroprotective effects was
supported by the results of the DNMP test, in which performance
of the cats fed the BPB diet at the end of the one-year study was
significantly superior to that of the cats fed the control diet. The
lack of any savings effect in the control cats may be due to an
age-related cognitive decline over the one-year period of the
study. Overall, the results from this study support our hypothesis
that brain aging can be managed successfully by targeting risk
factors associated with accelerated brain aging and dementia.3
Our strategy to test the effects of a nutrient blend was driven by
the assumption that no one single nutrient or bioactive compound
is sufficient for reducing or minimizing multiple risk factors associated with dementia and AD; we, therefore, selected the ingredients
of the BPB based on their ability to reduce or eliminate multiple
risk factors associated with brain aging and dementia.24-36 The

Figure 2. Effects of the BPB supplementation on cats’ performance in the size discrimination and reversal learning tasks.
The performance was expressed as percent of correct choices.
The data are means ± SE, n = 16 for controls, and n = 14 for
BPB group. There were statistically significant differences in
the size discrimination test. (*p<0.05). This figure is prepared
from the data published in a previous paper.42

Discussion
The objective of this long-term study was to evaluate the effects
of BPB on cognitive performance in middle-aged and old cats.
Baseline cognitive performance was used in dividing the cats
into two cognitively equivalent groups. Over the course of the
one-year study, the cats were tested on four test protocols: (1)
landmark discrimination learning, (2) egocentric learning and
reversal, (3) size discrimination learning and reversal, and (4)
relearning the DNMP task.

Figure 3. Effects of the BPB supplementation on cats’ performance in the DNMP test. The performance was expressed as
percent of correct choices. The data are means ± SE, n = 16
for controls, and n = 15 for BPB group. There were statistically
significant differences between the control and BPB groups.
(*p<0.05). This figure is prepared from the data published in
a previous paper.42
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levels of B vitamins and antioxidants in the BPB diet are found
in commercially available, highly nutrient-dense products for adult
cats. With the exception of the inclusion of fish oil and ascorbic
acid and elevated levels of arginine, B vitamins and antioxidants
in the BPB diet, the control and BPB diets contained the same
levels of protein, fat, carbohydrate, fiber, and essential fatty acid
(Table 1), calcium, choline, potassium, magnesium, taurine, zinc,
and amino acid profile (data not shown). More importantly, all
the essential nutrients in the control diet were above the daily
nutrient requirement recommended for cats by the Association
of American Feed Control Officials (AAFCO).
The observed beneficial effects of the BPB on brain functions
in cats are consistent with the beneficial effects of a Mediterranean
diet on cognitive function in older adults.46 In fact, all the ingredients in the BPB are present in the fruits, vegetables, cereals,
seeds, legumes, vegetable oils, and fatty fish of the Mediterranean
diet. More interestingly, all the ingredients of the BPB are also
present in the natural prey of cats,47-51 indicating that cats naturally
obtain those nutrients from their prey.
Low status of DHA has been linked to cognitive decline in
both normal elderly subjects and dementia and Alzheimer’s
disease subjects.52,53 Fish oil supplementation has been reported
to improve cognitive function in people54 and in aged rodents.55
In humans, maximal cardiovascular protection of DHA and EPA
is achieved with a concentration of 8% erythrocyte fatty acids as
EPA+DHA.56 Coincidentally, the levels of DHA and EPA in the
nutrient blend resulted in close to 8% of erythrocyte fatty acids
as EPA and DHA in the cats. More studies should be conducted
to determine the optimal levels of EPA+DHA in erythrocyte for
optimal protection against brain aging and CDS in cats.
Inclusion of elevated levels of B vitamins was further supported
by a study indicating that B vitamin supplementation not only
reduced blood total homocysteine and slowed down the decline
in cognition but also reduced the rate of accelerated brain atrophy
in subjects with mild cognitive impairment.30 Since the B vitamins
were contained in many of the food ingredients in both the control
and test diets, the levels of all B vitamins in the control diet were
higher than the daily requirements for cats. Vitamin premix was
added to the BPB diet to further increase the B vitamins. Cats fed
the BPB diet had significantly higher levels of blood folic acid,
but this did not significantly affect vitamin B12 and homocysteine
200 days after the feeding study began.
Hypertension is a risk factor for both brain aging and AD
in people.15,20 L-arginine is the precursor for the production of
nitric oxide. NO is involved in cognition through a variety of
pathways, and administration of NO donors in rats protected
against the development of cognitive disorders.58 Peripherally,
NO is important in controlling blood pressure; in rats, induced
hypertension can be ameliorated by administration of L-arginine.59
Although blood pressure was not evaluated in the cats in this
study, dietary L-arginine supplementation was also able to
decrease both systolic and diastolic blood pressure in human
subjects with mild hypertension.60
58

Oxidative stress and chronic inflammation are important risk
factors for brain aging and dementia.19,21 The antioxidants and
EPA in the blend may reduce oxidative stress-induced damages
and low-grade inflammation in the whole body including the
brain and cerebrovascular system. Selenium and vitamin E came
from the food ingredients and exceeded the daily requirements of
adult cats in the control diet; no significant difference in the total
blood antioxidant capacity was detected between cats fed the
control and test diets.
Although the control diets were not deficient in any nutrients,
all the nutrients included in the BPB were present at levels
higher in the BPB diet than those in the control diet. For instance,
the levels of B vitamins were at least three and half times higher
than the daily requirements, and arginine was two times higher
than the daily requirement for adult cats in the BPB. Improved
cognitive functions in the cats in the BPB group suggest that
cats need to consume those nutrients at levels much higher than
their daily minimum requirements to protect their brains from
aging-induced decline in functions.
In summary, this study confirms that the BPB, containing
ingredients with the ability to reduce or eliminate the known
risk factors for brain aging and dementia, can significantly
enhance brain functions and retard aging-induced decline in
brain functions in normal middle-aged and senior cats.
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